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Abstract 
Motivation: This paperwork is a case study with a psychoanalytical approach during one year of therapy during 
which we made some concentric steps in patient life history; the unsolved mourning problem was faced through its 
collateral implications, not directly.  
The basic method was free association; the actual results are: “defusing” defense mechanisms,“breakdown” of grief, 
discovery of screen memories, building a more adaptive life setting. 
Therapy prognostic is visible; after the mourning effort began, the patient managed to focus her mental energy on her 
own family’s emotional life; generational pathology of multiple deaths in her original family had a negative impact 
on her husband’s and son’s relation. 
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1. Background history and current situation 
Even if it seems abruptly, I will try to introduce you straight to the cruel and holy atmosphere in which 
I have lived with Geraldina, since the beginning of the therapy and up until now. After her sister’s death, 
she had a dream in which she was physically attacked by several men and her mother stood by and 
watched. Sensing herself inside the trauma at 21 years old, Geraldina concludes that her inner mother 
always watches everything that happens to her girls, without being able to prevent anything. This 
statement makes her at present still be in the trauma, a trauma that has an impact over the entire current 
family. We are here ten years after her sister died in an accident, towards which Geraldina wishes to 
elaborate the “wish/desire” part, as well as the “contribution” part of her sister. The unelaborated trauma 
of this young woman may, literally, after it has broken up her relationships with her parents, perturb her 
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relationship with her husband (with whom she was together even before her sister’s death), as well as 
with her own child. 
After 8 months of therapy, Geraldina still hasn’t managed to pronounce her sister’s name, who died at 
19 years old, alone in the bathroom, intoxicated with carbon monoxide, while her boyfriend, Geraldina 
and Geraldina’s boyfriend were in the house. Somehow it seems unbelievable… Only five weeks after 
that, Geraldina managed to pass all her exams (quite a lot of them!) with straight A’s, the highest grade 
possible. Her parents structure their own mourning effort on the idea that “You are now the one who must 
undertake everything in this world, for two daughters combined!” Geraldina stayed together with her 
boyfriend,  to  whom  she  is  now  married,  and  she  has  a  3  year  old  boy.  She  is  a  successful  business  
woman, who has a lot of money, but she cannot enjoy anything. With her sister’s boyfriend she has kept 
in close touch, he got married, and recently (after ten years since the unfortunate event that nobody could 
establish whether it was an accident or a suicide) he went through a psychotic episode. He is living in the 
US, where the shrink and psychotherapist told him the episode was linked to the death of his first 
girlfriend.  
2. Mental aspects reflected into real life 
The trauma triggers the elevations of barriers against intimacy and destroys mutual trust. Geraldina’s 
dreams are swept by symbolic flashbacks, towards which she tries to remain strong, although with time, 
along the eight months of psychoanalytic psychotherapy a huge feeling of guilt, typical for the survivor, 
emerges out of it. The uncertainty related to her sister’s death, even more so since before she entered the 
bathroom they all had had a fight, occupies Geraldina’s entire mental life, dividing her between her 
empathy towards her own Self and the empathy that she had throughout her entire childhood and 
adolescence towards her sister. Sometimes, during therapy sessions, I still have a strange impression as if 
their relationship – through Geraldina’s refusal to reveal her sister’s name – respects a mutual 
responsiveness, objectiveable in Geraldina’s capacity itself to have introjected her sister. A genuine and 
apparently irrelevant mental factory put in function so that Geraldina herself can function! Maybe not 
coincidentally, in her daily life, this young woman runs a factory with a few hundred workers subdued to 
her, of which she tells me with a mixture of admiration, fright and horror that they lay themselves at her 
feet, as people knew how to let themselves be subdued by the communist system… 
Geraldina continued to be concerned during many sessions over that dream in which her mother didn’t 
even think that she might do something so those men stop assaulting her. It is still difficult for her to 
conceptualize the difference between her mother’s metaphorical absence in everything that would have 
been necessary to her as a support in her own mourning effort, the trauma as she has imagined it and the 
trauma as life has „given” it to her to be lived. The mother’s incapacity to facilitate her own mourning 
effort paralyses Geraldina in seeing her mother in a concrete manner. In the successfully lived extrinsic 
reality, Geraldina has a huge villa and a well raised child, to which she forbids access from the part of any 
of her or her husband’s relatives. It is worth noticing in the light of the cumulative traumas that the child’s 
grandfather (this time on his father’s side, Geraldina’s father-in-law) also committed suicide.  
Geraldina is so used to suicide – in the most perverse forms: from a minor mistake to the unconscious 
desire for euthanasia – that she only spends her earned money (a lot of it) travelling constantly by plane, 
towards which she almost waits with a seemingly traumatic need an accident in which she and her 
husband die. Then the concern as to which one of her friends would be capable enough to leave her child 
to in her will comes back obsessively in the foreground of her consciousness. This act has been talked 
about by her anyhow during therapy, beyond all the insights achieved. (Casement, 2002). We are talking 
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in fact – in all the situations and at all the levels – about an absence of the mother, obviously of the 
functional mother, the one that should mediate the needs and prevent the traumas. Through the will she 
left and which is well hidden in all kinds of safes (put in the safest banks ever!), Geraldina doesn’t do 
anything else but recreate a scenario in which she – out of desire to continue to be present and available to 
her child beyond a possible death – paradoxically, builds herself to be much more present through a 
fantasized possible absence. The same way her dead sister dominates from the shadows her exterior and 
mental life.  
This is the reason that Geraldina cannot yet fight against the acting out. From the intellectual insight to 
converting the acting out in mentalizing there still is a long and difficult road to go, crossed by 
unthinkable and inconceivable nightmares in the conscious life, the climax being a mother who brutally 
watches how her own child is being assaulted. (Searles, 1977). I tried to tell Geraldina that without 
realizing, through her relentless wish to leave in her will what is going to happen to her own little boy in 
case his parents are gone, it  is just another form through which – this time herself – watches split-off as 
her child is abused.  
I have long wondered how I, at this moment in time, could make her realize the connection between 
the traumatic experience of her sister’s death, experience towards which she needed her entire mental 
strength to be gathered together against a post-traumatic stress disorder (which only now, in therapy, is 
being revealed) and the absence of critique each time I tried to imply to her anything that might have had 
any kind of connection to her maternal capacity of creating her child a protective field.  
3. Knowing and not knowing trauma at conscious and subconscious levels 
I consider that the duty of a therapist facing a massive psychic trauma is to be able to feel and sense 
the optimal distance on the line of dissociation, splitting-off; to situate yourself in each moment of time 
next to your patient in the non-vulnerable place, where the patient knows and doesn’t know enough of 
what he wants to know and enough of what he wants to deny. And it is important to do this, as long as 
you need to do it (Trifu, 2011). The ways in which Geraldina tries to know and not to know are actually 
the major organizers of her own personality. Geraldina doesn’t know what happened to her sister, in the 
place of this absence of the reality event a fantasized reality has been installed, characterized through a 
double state of the one that survives: she knows and doesn’t know at the same time everything that has 
happened to those in her family and, moreover, to those in the family of her son, in what regards the 
suicide potential. Here lies the compulsion of repeating with her own child what has been done onto her,
in her desire to fill in the process of knowledge, which fails miserably towards inability and fear. 
Geraldina systematically argues with all her friends, because none of them seems good enough to leave 
them her child in the will. It is in the nature of the trauma to elude knowledge, because it originates its 
defence in deficit. You are safer when you don’t know – cognitively and affectively, although eventually 
the entire scene built as such will only lead to failure, conflicts and losses. 
During the massive psychic trauma to which Geraldina was subjected to in adolescence, fiction, 
fantasizing, as well as a sort of demonic theatricality were acted out in the irresistible tendency of finding 
her  child  a  legal guardian at all costs. The boundaries between reality and fantasy have been breached, 
conjugating violent experiences that exceed the capacity of self regulating of the Ego. To protect herself 
from her own intense affects, such as fury, cynicism, shame and fear, she needs to  make real  her  own 
mental reality, the one in which the avoidance of knowing the authenticity of facts in a conscious 
manner predominates. The aggression is massive and pervasive –in Geraldina’s mental life, as well as 
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with transmission through resonance in her husband’s life and through the generational “legacy” in the 
child’s subconscious.  Their lives are paralyzed in a sort of insularism in which it seems that the events 
haven’t happened at all, which, beyond the benefits for the moment, makes the entire evolution stagnate. 
Geraldina does not deny the authenticity of the historically happened events, but she doesn’t seem to be in 
contact with reality and their inherent gravity either. Knowing the truth would make sense and would put 
things in order, making them less insurmountable. The trauma interferes with synthetic and synergetic 
functioning of the Ego and with its genuine capacity of knowing.  
4. Consequences and ripple effects into the patient’s inner and outer life 
Unconsciously Geraldina is fascinated by the power that the trauma has given her, a sort of strength to 
decide unconditionally (even if possibly false) on her son, as well as on her own past, which she considers 
she has the right that in a re-creative manner to be able to rebuilt it anyhow. This comes from an internal 
need to understand and to become comprehensible to her and to others. The duty of a therapist in such a 
situation is to discover solid basis for the “remnants” of the patient’s disparate memories and to illustrate 
the dualism between what the patient knows and what he can acknowledge onto others he knows. In 
Geraldina’s case, much more of what she knows is dependent to language. We refer here to a specific 
language of the victims’ broken hearts, to the tendency to “cling” on to some experiences that they recall 
through a process unarticulated through language. Although Geraldina talks a lot in therapy, you have to 
manage to limit subtly the metaphoric of what is lived, because she is still fragile and incapable of 
categorizing in words the thoughts behind the experience she lived.   
Knowing, in the sense of articulation, analysis, elaboration and reformulation preserves a sort of 
detached sensibility, through which, away from the current conscious level, we can glimpse the horror. In 
therapy, something is being felt in Geraldina, which cannot yet take on a cognitive sense, although she is 
capable of rememorizing. She herself is in a fake hunt for visual, aural or of any other nature perceptual 
fragments that she can’t yet affectively integrate in personality. In certain sessions, she self describes as a 
kind of medium for her own associative and imaginative capacity, sessions that finish with a sort of 
affective desperation in which the end is a void. It is the void that gives sense to the representation of the 
absence of her own mother, when she would have needed her the most. It is difficult to quantify 
emotionally or in words if the human experience of losing a daughter is greater or smaller than losing a 
sister. And each of them had their own defensive organization frailty, mechanisms maybe so convergent 
that in itself this has resided in the impossibility of authentic empathy of modulating the two mourning 
efforts, the interaction of which wasn’t achieved on any level.  
In therapy, the process of knowing the trauma manifested itself through a wide range of phenomena: 
from fury to flashbacks, intrusive isolated images, nightmares, neurotic symptoms, characteristic styles to 
make lateral repetitive transferences in therapy, the pervasive affliction to the family and social life 
(Safouan, 1974). The ultimate and ideal goal of this therapy would be that sublimation be an optimal form 
of knowing of what really happened. Right now, concurrently, various levels of fantasy and imagery, 
elaborations in transference of the awful events in the family history are manifesting. Fury is desired 
instead of denial. Fortunately, isolation took the place of dissociation. There haven’t been relevant 
alterations of her conscious states. On the contrary, as a massive defense to the trauma, Geraldina, in the 
following weeks, desperately clung on reality. In her unconscious, the traumatic experience is kept 
partitioned, full of indigestible perceptual fragments. And unfortunately, at this point in therapy, we can 
only paraphrase: „Dubito ergo cogito. Cogito ergo sum.”  
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